MARIA & DRAŽEN

(US & CROATIA), MARRIED AUGUST 2006.

NIAMH & DERMOT
(IRELAND), MARRIED JUNE 2006.

Ines made planning a wedding 4,000 hair and make- up, decorations, cake,

We had to organise our wedding from Everything we requested, even at

miles away from home seem simple. transportation (for 300 people, this

Ireland and without Ines our wedding very short notice was organised with

Our wedding was a 300-person affair was a big deal), to the dinner menu.

day would not have been as fantastic great care and attention and she

with guests attending from three The day of the wedding, Ines was with

and memorable as it was. Ines looked made herself readily available to be

different continents. Her organization me coordinating events and ensuring

after everything from menus, cake, contacted by phone and email. We

included planning accommodation, that the day ran smoothly - and it was,

bar, flowersand fabulously decorated found her extremely helpful, friendly

pre and post-wedding events, as in a word, perfect. My friends and

venue and so much more. All our and professional in her approach

well as all aspects of the big day. Ines family are still talking about the

guests still talk about what an to organising our special day and

responded quickly to all of my emails, most amazing wedding they’ve ever

enjoyable day they had.

would absolutely recommend her to

and no request was too big or too small been to...

anyone thinking of getting married in

for her to take care of. Ines helped

Dubrovnik.

plan wedding day details from the

Thanks Ines!

ANNE & PHILLIP

(IRELAND), MARRIED IN JUNE 2007.
We got married in Dubrovnik in June 2007, we got really made the day (and night). Ines also recommended
married in St. Ignatius in the old town, we only found a Videographer and a Photographer, They were amazing,
out a few day before our church which we booked St we expected fantastic photos but what we received blew
Blaise was closed for Health and Safety, we then had Our us away. I would recommend the Vala Beach Club for
reception in the Dubrovnik Palace. Ines was our wedding a wedding venue. It felt like you were in your own little
planner from the hotel. She was fantastic; I could not fault paradise with your guests, it was private, had amazing
her in anyway.

views and the Food was incredible! Feel free to contact me

Ines was always professional, paid close attention to detail on felixespixie@yahoo.co.uk if you have any questions, I
and she never left me hanging around for a response to maybe a little slow to respond, (but I’m not running a
a query. Ines recommended a band called Taliri which business) but I will come back to you. Enjoy the wedding
were amazing, I would recommend people look into planning, I wish I was back doing it!
them further, as they cater for all ages and genres and

BERNARDA & SAMO
(SLOVENIA), MARRIED IN JUNE 2009.

We have just received our photo book and all you once again for everything- your friendliness,
the DVDs. We are left speechless... the best way professionalism and the fact you have given us
to describe it is to say Bernarda can’t stop crying more than we could ever expect from a wedding
happy since she opened the album and started planner... above, thank you Ines & Marin for being
remembering

such warm people and making us feel so happy and

what an amazing day we had... when we thought we comfortable on our most special day.
have seen all of your incredible surprises you gave
us the top of the cake! We are certain stars were on
our side when we met you. We would like to thank

With love, Bernarda & Samo

DEIRDRE & JASON

(SLOVENIA), MARRIED IN JUNE 2009.

Back with a bang.......has rained every day since we got home. We want to move to Dubrovnik!! Hope
all is well with you Ines and your wedding this month went ok. Any bride would be lucky to have you
help plan their wedding.......you were brilliant and I really cannot thank you enough. It was the day that
I dreamed of and you made it happen...again thank you.

CARA & CLIVE

(IRELAND), MARRIED IN AUGUST 2009.
We are looking through the beautiful wedding The day itself was fantastic...we didn’t have to enough about Veronica also. We barely noticed her
album that Veronica did...it really was the most worry about a thing as you were so organised. The all day and the photos are so natural looking. We
perfect day. From walking through the Old Town flowers were absolutely gorgeous and were exactly were so impressed that the album arrived within a
to the church to dancing under the stars all night. what I was hoping for. The boat trip was one of month of the wedding. It is so artistic- love all the
You did a fantastic job on the day and on the run our favorite parts- so different to anything at photos. We were also really pleased with dinner in
up to the wedding. We were totally at ease from home. And I can’t say enough about the setting of Revelin the day after the wedding. The food and
the start of the wedding planning especially as the wedding and how everything was all outdoors. service was great and the views are spectacular. We
you were so quick to respond to all our emails and The band Taliri were also amazing...loved how would like to thank you again for helping us have a
questions. We really appreciated how you helped they welcomed us all with Croatian music (and a day we will cherish forever. We wish you the very
us with last minute requests when we arrived in few Irish songs thrown in!). All our guests were on best for the future and hope to see you again. We
Dubrovnik such as organising buses to collect the (outdoor!) dance floor all night which is rare would be more than happy for you to pass on our
our guests at the airport. You also did your best enough at home but this just shows how brilliant contact details ‘caraosull@gmail.com’ to anyone
to accommodate all requests like arranging for the band were- they even let the best man sing thinking of having their wedding in Dubrovnik.
my brother to practice on the organ...even though and my dad play the keyboard which they were Would highly recommend it!!
we managed to use the hotel piano in the end! :-) delighted with! Another of my favorite bits was

All the best

And getting us a discount in Revelin restaurant for when Clive as blindfolded and had to find the

Cara and Clive xxx

dinner before the wedding :-)

garter...never laughed so much in my life. Can’t say

GRAINNE & HANS

(IRELAND & NETHERLANDS), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER 2009.
Every bride and groom wants a dream wedding We put a lot of work into planning, organising & very entertaining & the boat gave a great element
but little did we know ours would come true. just emailing Ines so taking this into consideration of surprise to our guests.
Dubrovnik is truly breath taking from its scenic and knowing that Ines responded to all emails & The fact is I love being in control & I am afraid
landscape jutting out into the ocean to walking delivered on everything we wanted & more, one that people can’t manage without me but when I
the marble streets protected by the Gothic & can only imagine just how hard she works. I am a met Ines any previous worries disappeared and
Renaissance buildings that surround the town. But true believer that if you love your job you will be I was able to enjoy the build up to the wedding
all of this is nothing if you have not the resources great at it & Ines was amazing.
to make use of such beauty.

and relax on the big day. It is only normal that

We just received our video & photographs & I cried all brides worry about the wedding but once you

Once we decided on Dubrovnik as our wedding looking at them. Nothing goes perfect for me and meet Ines you really look forward to becoming a
destination, I spent 3 weeks communicating with a I just couldn’t understand it was all so perfect and bride. Thank you Ines for everything and if I could
few wedding planners. I knew Ines was the one. She creative. Veronica our photographer organised by describe you in three words it would be thorough,
was always eager to help, responded promptly & Ines was a blessing & without Ines none of this warm & reliable. Best of Luck & you deserve great
understanding of one’s personal needs & budgets. was possible. Our venue was Dubrovnik Palace success in life.
It didn’t take long to

Vala Club which blew everyone away. The staff

bond & we gained a friend not just a wedding was eager to make us happy, the food was great

Hugs,

planner. Ines’ key phrase is ‘leave nothing to and for that we are also grateful. Our day was one

Grainne & Hans

chance’ & so our dream unfolded.

fairytale, the church was so beautiful, our band was

ISABEL & TYLER

(USA & UK), MARRIED IN OCTOBER 2009.

MARIJANA & BAS

(CROATIA & NETHERLANDS), MARRIED IN JUNE 2010.

Everyone had such a fabulous time! a lot more. These little elements

Hello Ines, Marin and baby Luka that it was the best wedding they have

They said Dubrovnik was amazing and your impeccable service and

Petar!

ever been to and, well, we know that

professionalism made our wedding

Wow, the time has flown by since it is true. May we also emphasize that

You are definitely top notch at what weekend absolutely perfect. All the

we saw each other. The wedding Veronica and Ivan were huge assets

you do - thank you for bearing with us suppliers / people you recommended

seems like it was ages ago. We would on our big day, we enjoyed the party

during our moments of stress during (Veronica, Diana, Fr. Frano, Excelsior,

like to thank you once again for all after the dinner and have very special

the days leading up to and the day of Revelin, Sponza, the DJ, etc.) were

your professionalism you put into photographs to remind us of the start

and will definitely come back.

our wedding :)

superb! We had the perfect wedding

making our wedding the wedding of of our married life :-)

Thank you also for the little thoughtful that will be in our minds forever, the

our dreams. By now we have talked

presents you added to our celebration rain made it even more unique and

to everyone who has attended the

Love from the Netherlands,

such as the sparklers, petals and fun.

wedding and many people have said

Bas and Marijana

sparkling wine at our “honeymoon We definitely made a friend for life in
suite”, welcome grappa during the you ;)
BBQ, etc. I am sure I am forgetting

Isabel & Tyler.

SAM & DEZ

(UK), MARRIED IN JUNE 2010.
My husband and I were really pleased that we At our pre-wedding meeting we talked through Dubrovnik is a truly magical place and we couldn’t
chose Dubrovnik Event to organise our special what would happen on the day, viewed the venues have asked for a nicer setting for our wedding.
day for us. We couldn’t have asked for a nicer and discussed weather contingency plans. This Everyone enjoyed themselves so much that people
team of people. Ines was fantastic and was always made us feel at ease, as we knew before the day that are already booking their next trip to the city.
quick to respond to our emails and answer all our everything would still be perfect, even if it rained.
questions no matter how big or small. Everything On the day Ines and Marin ensured the event ran Thanks for the wonderful memories.
was discussed and then agreed, from our flowers smoothly, despite the rain, and every aspect was
to whether I’d like my make-up and hair done on professionally handled. All our guests said how
the day. We had every confidence in Ines and we well the wedding was organised and how they
weren’t disappointed with anything she organised loved the fact they could enjoy the day and be
for us; she really is a star.

guided around the city.

Mr and Mrs Thirlwell :)

JACKIE & HUGH
(UK), MARRIED IN JULY 2010.

Hi Ines & Marin,

I hope you guys know you do such

ESTHER & ALAN

(IRELAND), MARRIED IN AUGUST 2010.
Dear Ines & Marin,

so perfect. You are worth your weight

Let us first begin by expressing our an rewarding and fantastic job, you

Greetings from Ireland! We have in gold. All of our guests have been

sincere thanks for such an AMAZING should be very proud of the fact that

returned home to the not so sunny complimenting our wedding and they

job you guys done!!!!

you spread so much happiness and

Emerald Isle.

equally enjoyed the BBQ at Lokrum

Your professionalism, organizational joy into people’s lives with your work

We would both like to thank you the following day.

skills and most importantly your – please keep it up, we’ll certainly

and your team for making our day The Neptun is a fabulous hotel in a

warmth and energy made for the be recommending you to any of

so special. All of our expectations stunning location.

most memorable and special of days.

our friends considering going to

were certainly exceeded. Thank you Wishing you all the best

It was such a stress free, romantic, Croatia!!!!

for all of your help and support over

exciting and exhilarating day for Speak (and hopefully see you!) in the

the last year. You made it all so easy!

Jackie and I.

not too distant future :)

Nobody else could have made our day
Jackie & Hugh

Esther & Alan xx

ROWENA & MOWGLI
(FRANCE & UK), MARRIED IN JUNE 2010.

The wedding exceeded all my expectations. It was An experience I shall never forget! The sunset “Of the many weddings I’ve been to (alot!), this
truly amazing. From Dubrovnik’s timeless beauty, when arriving in Dubrovnik; the view in the bay of was undoubtedly the most amazing of them all.
to our beach venue, flowers, the ‘Love boat’ and Sipan; the romance on the “wedding-beach”; the The setting was almost surreally beautiful and
so much more... We couldn’t have done it without arrival of the bride by boat...... a complete dream it felt like we had the island to ourselves. The
Ines and Marin, who are not only wonderful come true!

organization was flawless, and all of us just floated

wedding planners, but also wonderful people who

from one magical moment to the next as if in a

have become great friends!

Liesbeth Vellinga-Wielenga, bubble for 4 days. Everything, from the boat to
THE NETHERLANDS reach the island to the subtle but funky hippy chic

Rowena Carr-Allinson, UK

decor, added a magical touch. We all cried because
it was so moving.”
Natasha Pascali, ITALY

LAURA & PETE

(UK), MARRIED IN AUGUST, 2010.
Hiya Ines,

responded with the warmth, professionalism and congratulation hug once the confetti was thrown

I’m not entirely sure on where to start! Personally I generalinterest as you did! I remember at first as Mr and Mrs Dewes. I could literally continue to
think Pete summed it up completely when he said thinking this lady is going to hate all my long go on and on Ines. Without you we wouldn’t have
in he’s speech our thanks not only to you but to winded emails which led from one question to had our perfect day, you made it happen and we
Marin and all involved with Dubrovnik Events. the next but guaranteed you would always answer will be eternally grateful for that.
He said that I’ve found in you a best friend and everything and make me feel at ease and confident I don’t think any words can fully show our full
he couldn’t have put it in a better way at all. What that everything was under control.

gratitude.

more can you ask from the person your put your We were both glad you were there for the ceremony From the very bottom of both our hearts
complete trust into? You have been perfect and we and Pete was quick to tell me how great you were THANK YOU again and again and again.
can’t speak highly enough of you.

at assuring him that the rain drops were a good

Back in September 2009 once we decided to sign :-) To have you there to congratulate us along

Lots of Love,

marry in Croatia I got on the hunt and emailed with our closest friends and family was fitting

Laura and Pete xxx

a few different companies and none of them and I won’t forget it was you that gave us our first

FRANKIE & LEE

(UK), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER 2010.
From our first correspondence with Ines in we did and as it turns out , it was the highlight for wedding. Veronica is probably the most amazing
December 2009, when we were considering a lot of our guests. The band were also a fantastic photographer ever to walk the earth, our photos
a Dubrovnik wedding, we knew she was the recommendation. I guess we realized how fortunate are so amazing and the album she put together for
wedding planner for us, confirmed when we flew we were when we rocked up in Dubrovnik 3 days us is sublime. The videography team was great to
to Dubrovnik in January to check it out and meet before the wedding and had that time to spend work with; a few tears are shed whenever we watch
some planners.

with family and friends and not running around it. The palm terrace, food, wine, flowers, music

Her level of efficiency and organisation skills attending to last minute details.

were all wonderful and faultless.

are phenomenal. Every question (and god there The day itself was the most amazing day of our All we can say is, if you are thinking of possibly
where many) was answered with patience and lives and managed so brilliantly we didn’t have to getting married in Dubrovnik and employing Ines
understanding and answered very promptly. worry about a thing.

as your wedding planner, then go for it!! You won’t

She listened to everything we wanted and gave Ivona and Martina were wonderful to work with regret it.
fantastic recommendations and solutions. I was on the day, both calm, efficient and in control.
really unsure about doing a boat trip but Ines Dube, Jasna and sorry I forget the make-up girl’s
strongly suggested that

name did an amazing job on the morning of the

BOYANA & SHAUN

(S. AFRICA), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER 2010.
Once again, we have to THANK YOU for all your support and amount of
work you have put in, in what was meant to be just a small family affair.
Our wedding was absolutely amazing and all our guests were so impressed
and touched with all the details you arranged, without us having to even
think of them. We would have never
done it without you!
Your patience throughout the months of emailing and preparation,
changing our minds completely from an island wedding back to Dubrovnik
itself, and your knowledgeable advise made our ‘planning’ so easy! All
your recommendations were so spot on. From choosing the most perfect
location in Dubrovnik Palace, to setting up of a chuppa in the Beach Club,
help with our ceremony text, flower arrangements, reception set
up and the night club... everything was so perfectly organized and the
evening went smoothly, we actually really relaxed and enjoyed it and didn’t
have to worry about anything :)
Also, thank you for helping us with organizing activities throughout our
stay in Dubrovnik and booking dinners and recommending places for us
to go and do as a group. Every place you recommended gave us a very
special treatment, and we felt in the end that we had a ‘wedding week’
rather than a wedding day. It was truly unforgettable!
Ines, I have to thank you especially for all your time and emails and
research, prior to the wedding. Everyone in Cape Town thought I was
MAD to be organizing a wedding in Croatia, but you made me feel so at
ease and I fully trusted all your advise and recommendations. In the end
we had a wedding so beautiful, Cape Town has never seen before! :-)
Surely, we are forgetting to mention so many details. You and Marin and
your team were just so amazing to us! Highly professional and efficient
and no request was too small for you to arrange. We are so grateful for
everything you have done to make our wedding day truly memorable and
we wish you every success in the future!
With Love, Boyana and Shaun

AINE & CIANAN

(IRELAND), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER 2010.
Just wanted to drop you a few lines to let you both yourself on the wedding evening and also for Marin introducing
and Marin know how much both myself and Cianan really me to my first whiskey shot!!
appreciate all of your efforts to make our special week The planning experience was one that I can really look
truly a memorable one. For your unending assistance to back on now and say that I enjoyed every minute of it.
re-scheduling venues, being a weather forecast person, When I had moments of uncertainly or nervousness, you
arranging emergency dentists (which I suspect was due were always at the end of the phone or email to clam,
to a drunken Thursday night!), to helping me get our reassure and relax me. There is just too much to mention
wedding room so early which I was really anxious about. but they are just some of the things that come to mind...
For Marin dealing with my bridezilla moment in Poklisar my thanks a list could be endless.
and Cianan turning in to Groomzilla (I did laugh at that)

All my love Aine x

SUE & GARRY
MARRIED IN MAY 2011.

I just want to thank you most sincerely on behalf amazing experience of my life. Both my Dad and well looked after and I hope that Marlon knows
of Garry and I for making our wonderful wedding I feel absolutely privileged to have done it, we will how much I appreciate that.
day so easy and perfect.

remember it forever. The musicians in the church And Veronica... what can I say, she’s a legend!! She

It has taken me a while just to piece all the bits played so beautifully, so please can you send them was just brilliant at keeping me calm and making
together in my head as there was so much beauty, our special thanks. And also to Fr Frano, who is me laugh at all the right moments throughout the
emotion and fun the whole day long, its hard to just such a special wonderful man. The staff and day. She’s a very smart lady. I can’t wait to see the
remember all of the details. One thing I will never chefs at Dubrovnik Palace were all wonderful, and photographs, and I already have full faith in her!
forget is how great you guys were all the way the band had everyone dancing their socks off!

Every single one of our guests were blown away

through. It is without hesitation that I can say I It was just a wonderful day.

by every aspect of our day. We have even received

wouldn’t change a thing.

Please also pass on our special thanks to Marlon thank-you cards from one or two of them, isn’t

I will never forget how Garry’s face lit up when for looking after our baby for us. As you know that lovely?!
Marin suggested the speedboat! The walk through there are so many worries when the children are Thank you so much again - and keep in touch!
the Old Town with my Dad and I was the most so young, but I was very relieved that Isla was so

All my very best, Sue

IMELDA & JAMES
(USA), MARRIED JUNE, 2011.

Hi Ines and Marin,

The hair and makeup, flowers, music in the church and

Hope ye are well and your wedding season is going according during the drinks reception and the band all did a superb
to plan for ye! We’re back home a week now and finding it job and are top rate. The boat and the ice-cream went down
hard to get back into our routine here. :-(

very well with our guests. East West was a brilliant venue and

We had such an amazing time on our holiday in Croatia, Marco and the team there did a great job at looking after us
Montenegro and Bosnia & Herzegovina - the whole region and our guests and the food was beautiful. We received so
is beautiful!

many positive comments about the wedding cake as well,

We want to pass on our thanks again to the two of you and it was delicious. The photographer and videographers were
the whole team of suppliers you have working with you - our very easy to work with and we’re really looking forward to
wedding day was fantastic and we have you to thank for that. seeing the final results!
Your orchestration on the day was perfect, everything went Thanks again for everything and we’d be happy to recommend
so smooth and it was great that we didn’t have to think about you in future!
what was happening next, we were able to leave it to ye and
concentrate on enjoying ourselves!

Regards, Mel and Jim xx

NICKY & STEVE

(UK & FRANCE), MARRIED IN JUNE 2011.
Steve and I always had the same idea of the kind of place where I knew immediately that we were in safe hands. Ines’ replies
we wanted to get married and when we stumbled upon some to my e-mails were always prompt and detailed; professional
beautiful pictures on the Internet of weddings in Dubrovnik, yet always friendly and fun. I never
we knew we had found something special.

felt that anything was a problem, even when I changed my

Not speaking a word of Croatian and having no knowledge of mind (often!) about various aspects of our big day.
the legalities or practicalities of getting married in Croatia, we When we met Ines a few months later in Dubrovnik to visit
decided that the help of a wedding planner was essential and a few venues, we felt like she was already a friend of ours. We
after lots of research on the Internet, we decided to contact could relate to her well as we too have our own company and
Ines at Dubrovnik Event.

we know what it is like to be part of a husband and wife team

After the exchange of 1 or 2 e-mails, Ines and I were soon – she was amazing and we immediately felt relaxed about the
chatting on the telephone about our vision for the big day and wedding.

After visiting the magnificent Sponza Palace and that it would be too windy for the outside venue of from the day – he is a talented man! Our flowers
appreciating the dramatic setting of the Vala the Vala Beach Club. Ines replied promptly to my were beautiful too and were even nicer than I could
Beach Club, we knew we had picked the perfect (numerous!) texts and reassured me that that they have imagined. Ines even popped over to the villa
destination and put our trust in the perfect people. would make any necessary arrangements if the a few hours before the wedding to say hello and
The next 8 months flew by and before long we were wind was too strong. She told me to concentrate make sure everything was going smoothly, which
back in Dubrovnik, enjoying a cold beer with Ines on enjoying my day and that it was their job to I appreciated.
and Marin in the Dubrovnik Palace going over a sort out any problems, not mine. Just knowing Walking into the Sponza Palace with my Mum
few details before the big day. Ines had arranged that she was there on the end of the phone made and Dad is a memory I will cherish forever. The
for us to sample a few of the dishes on the wedding me feel at ease and I began to enjoy my wedding decorations were so simple, yet elegant and seeing
menu, which was great. The restaurant was closed day. The hairdresser and manicurist were the best all of our friends and family there was truly
to the public and we were looked after by the staff I have ever experienced and the photographer unforgettable. When I saw Steve smiling at me from
so well – even the chef came over between each was superb. Sinisa (the photographer) was with the other side of the room, I couldn’t wait to be by
course to tell us about the dishes – we felt like us all day until the early hours of the morning his side and get married! I don’t think we stopped
royalty!

– he worked so hard to get great pictures and smiling all day! The ceremony and musicians were

The big day finally arrived and with it a strong he certainly achieved that – our wedding album perfect – Ines had arranged everything as we had
wind in Dubrovnik... Needless to say, I panicked, is amazing! Nobody can believe how great the asked, from the songs played by the musicians, to
worrying that the boat trip would be cancelled and photos are and how many great photos we have the Champagne on chill for after the ceremony.

Luckily, the wind did not affect our plans for the on the bus on the way to the reception! Needless memory for us!
boat trip and we will always remember the people to say, it is still a talking point with our friends! A Ines and Marin were with us throughout the day
clapping and throwing confetti as we made our flawless service from Ines and Marin.

and made sure everything went smoothly. Our

way as husband and wife along the harbour to Our guests were speechless when they saw the guests couldn’t compliment them enough and
the boat. The boat trip was 60 minutes of great venue for our reception. The Vala certainly has they still talk about the wedding every time we see
music, dancing, laughter and sunshine – nobody a wow factor on a normal day, but when it is them, insisting it was the best wedding they have
could believe that we had included it as part of the decorated beautifully, when the sun is setting and ever been to!
wedding – definitely a favourite part of the day for the band is playing, it is out of this world. We still It really was a fairy-tale day and we cannot thank
many of our guests. The wind had made the water look at the photos and can’t believe how

Ines and Marin enough for their hard work,

choppy and so we could not dock at the Dubrovnik beautiful the reception actually was. The staff patience and passion. We’re planning to visit
Palace as planned, but had to dock further away. were second to none and very attentive – even Dubrovnik next year for our anniversary and meet
Ines and Marin had arranged for a coach to pick us when some of our friends decided to dance in the up with Ines and Marin, or hopefully they will come
up from the boat and to take us to the Dubrovnik pool in their evening dresses, the staff were there, and see us in the mountains for a snowboarding
Palace – nobody even noticed the change of plan topping up their glasses and offered them fluffy holiday - either way, I know our paths will cross
and everyone said how much fun they had singing towels when they decided to get out! A brilliant again in the not too distant future! X

LISA & DAVID

(UK), MARRIED IN JUNE 2011.
Ines & Marin

had you to organise our wedding made us both fabulous it was, how spectacular the venues were

Thank you so so much from the bottom of our feel very relaxed throughout the whole planning and how attentive you both were. Also thanks for
hearts for making our dreams come true on 22nd phase.... Even the day before our wedding! We organising a superb boat trip for us for 2 days after
June 2011. We had the time of lives; it was such really did not have anything to worry about.

our wedding; we had a wonderful time, a great way

an exciting, fun and romantic day. We loved every We really feel like we have found lifetime friends to continue the celebrations. Dubrovnik is such a
minute of it! We have just received our DVD in both of you, you are truly wonderful people special place; we can not recommend it enough.
and there were lots of tears..... the most magical & you have a great team working with you We will definitely be returning for our one year
moments were captured.... Very happy memories (hairdresser, make up artist, florist, photographer, anniversary (if not before!) and we must meet up
for us to treasure forever. From the moment we videographer.... all AMAZING).

for dinner and champagne!!

first spoke in December 2009 you were amazing. Our guests have said that it was the best wedding If you are reading this and considering booking
You really listened to our vision and delivered they had ever been too.... We have been really Dubrovnik Event to coordinate your wedding
us the most magical day. You were always so touched by the comments but all the coordinating then please do not hesitate, it will be best decision
professional and helpful; our questions were was down the two of you so thank you thank you you ever make!
always answered very promptly. Knowing that we thank you. Our guests are still talking about how

￼￼

Lots of love, Lisa & David Everington

KELLIE & DAVID

(IRELAND), MARRIED IN JULY, 2011.

David and I had our hearts set on a wedding in Dubrovnik We flew to Dubrovnik the year before our wedding to meet
– we had visited before and fell in love with its beauty, and with Ines and all our earlier impressions were confirmed.
its sunshine! However we were nervous about the process of As well as a truly outstanding wedding planner, who paid
organising the wedding abroad and we contacted a number meticulous attention to every detail, in Ines and Marin we
of planners to see what packages they offered. As soon as also found lifelong friends. Over the year Ines and I emailed
we heard from Ines, we knew we had found the one. From nearly every day about every little thing – even things not
the beginning her emails were professional and prompt, but connected to the wedding! She had a real understanding
also so warm and with a real passion for weddings that came pictures and stories from our own lives. Nothing was too
across in every line.

much trouble, and the planning process was a real joy.

When we finally arrived in Dubrovnik in worked hard to reveal no details of the about my perfect than we could have ever dreamed of. The
preparation for the big day, we met with Ines and vision for the big day, and we exchanged lots of photographer Veronica and the videographer
Marin to go over the practicalities. It remains one ideas, reception, and their faces when we sailed to were fantastic – David and I are not naturals in
of my favorite memories of the week as we sat in Kolocep and arrived at the stunning Villa Ruza will front of the camera, but they made us relax and
the sunshine and set the wedding and the world to remain with me for a lifetime. Ines was waiting for laugh through the whole process. So much so that
rights over a nice cold drink! We were so relaxed us on the docks, and it was like seeing one of your the ‘photo shoot’ that I dreaded became one of the
and confident about the day itself because we knew best friends  I had brought some decorations most entertaining parts of the day!
that Ines and Marin were in charge of every detail. with me from Ireland, but the credit goes to Ines The wedding was truly the happiest day of our
From start to finish the wedding day was the best

who decorated the venue beautifully! The food and lives, and I know the friendship we found with

day of our lives. The hair and make-up artists were setting were amazing, and the wine was flowing! Ines and Marin will last a lifetime. We can never
amazing, and when I walked through the gates All of our guests said it was the best wedding they thank them enough for their love and support, and
of the old town I felt like a princess! St Blaise was had ever been to, and many of whom are already everything they did to make all our dreams come
decorated beautifully, and was the perfect size for

planning their own trips back to Dubrovnik in true.

our small intimate wedding. Our guests were the future. Every single detail had been thought
delighted with our surprise boat trip – we had of, and it was all so much more romantic and

Love Kellie and David xx

ANNE & THORBJORN

(USA & DENMARK), MARRIED IN JULY, 2011.
We are indebted to Ines and Marin of Dubrovnik well throughout this whole process...and over the travelled from 6 countries from the moment they
Event for all their efforts to bring our dreams for course of the next year, she never disappointed us. landed till the day we left Dubrovnik.
our wedding to life. We would relive every moment Ines and Marin organised a successful welcome Ines and Marin are stellar people. Their kindness,
of our 3-day wedding festivities in a heartbeat!

reception for our guests at the East West club professionalism, responsiveness, patience and

Being a long time fan of the Dalmatian coast, we two nights before the wedding and even more humor made this process fun and exciting, and we
contacted Ines a few days after getting engaged in successful rehearsal dinner for our families at are both very sad it has come to an end. However,
June 2010. In less than 24 hours (and we hadn’t Gil’s the night before. Our wedding was a packed we’re grateful to now have two friends in Croatia,
realised at the time that this was only a week after daylong event that was stunning and exceeded all and we certainly look forward to seeing them
she had given birth to Luka!), the planning began. expectations. From the ceremony at St. Ignatius again one day (maybe an anniversary trip/party in
We met Ines a couple of weeks later during the to the boat ride to the dinner reception at Villa Dubrovnik!). Thank you both for everything!
summer festival weekend in Dubrovnik, and we Argentina (and cocktail hours in between!), Ines With love,
immediately knew that Ines was someone who we and Marin thought of everything! They also took
could trust and see ourselves getting on with very very well care of our families and guests who

Anne & Thorbjorn Blixen-Finecke

JANELLE & JAMES

JO & DAVE

(USA), MARRIED IN JULY, 2011.

Dear Ines, Dear Marin,

enjoyed this “Croatian experience”

(UK), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER, 2011.
Hi there,

We had kept the boat trip as a surprise,

I would just like to thank you both makes it all worthwhile.

Dave & I would like to thank you and most of our guests agreed that

for making my daughter’s wedding I wish you both continued success

both for a truly amazing day, we had this was a highlight of the day! (Other

“perfect”. Happy Bride. Happy Groom. with Dubrovnik Events and all that

a wonderful time and all of our guests than watching us get married!)

Happy family!

you continue to do - I know who to

were blown away! We felt like we The Argentina was perfect in every

Your attention to detail, your eye for turn to when I plan my next party

were on a film set! Please also thank way, the food fantastic, the staff

perfection, your caring and simply here.

Veronica for making us all feel relaxed were very professional , the setting

being there to make the machinery Thank you from all of us, stay well and

and being a true professional.

run was very much appreciated!

have a great and successful summer! I

was like a dream and the honeymoon

Sponza was beautiful and to hear suite fabulous!

I am still quite exhausted from hope to see you soon.

‘Pink Floyd’ as I walked down the isle Thank you once again for making our

everything, especially the 12 guests

was an experience I will never forget! dream come true, you were great!

in the house that I had and all the
activities, but knowing how everyone

Sincerely, Alma & Co.

(Shame we didn’t get to light the unity Kindest regards and best wishes,
candles, but never mind!)

Jo & Dave Carpenter

KATHY & STEVE

(UK), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER, 2011.
Steve and I decided that we wanted to get married know each other ahead of the big day and Steve table decorations - all were perfect and just what
in Cavtat, Croatia when we went on our second and I wanted to make sure that those just staying we wanted. The day before the wedding we were
visit to this beautiful country. We fell in love with for the weekend were able to see Dubrovnik. What faced with some disappointing news - the venue
Cavtat and the Hotel Croatia seemed to offer just a day. Steve and I have both been married before at the hotel Croatia had to be moved from our
what we wanted - a wedding that overlooked and have grown up children, close families and set location down to the sea front ....... we were
the bay of Cavtat, close to the sea and all of the very special friends that we wanted to share our disappointed. However, Ines sorted everything out
beautiful buildings and culture.

special time with. 37 people joined us in Cavtat, perfectly - calm, organised and in fact it turned out

Searching the internet for weddings in Croatia, everything was perfectly planned from the flights to be better that we ever dreamed. Ines just instills
I soon realized that I would need some help. I to the transfers. Some guests stayed in the hotel that feeling of trust and reliability.
contacted several wedding planners, but felt an Croatia but the majority stayed at the wonderful Our wedding was perfect. We had a beautiful duo
immediate rapport with Ines. She is calm without Apartments Kralj, a lovely villa in the center of the of cello and violin playing our favorite music and
making you feel that you aren’t the most important old town. Apart from the wedding, my favorite Steve had spent weeks creating music play lists to
couple. Always responding quickly to emails and part of the event was the boat trip that Ines play at the reception - a great mixture of oldies and
questions. What I wanted from a wedding planner organised for us the day before - I would really modern kept everybody up dancing until late into
was what I got - and more. I had lots of ideas and recommend this. The oldest boat in Dubrovnik the night. All of our friends and family say it is the
Ines turned them into reality.

picked us up in the lovely harbor at Cavtat and best wedding they have ever been to. We certainly

Dubrovnik. We had music, laughter, dancing and took us on a beautiful cruise over to Dubrovnik. think it was ......... made very special by all of the
refreshments highlighted by dropping the anchor I cannot tell you how organised and creative Ines support from Ines. We can’t stop looking at the
and swimming in the open sea. It was a great is..... I left some things to her choice - the beautiful photos and videos.
opportunity for both families and friends to get to fairy cakes that we had for our wedding cake, the I want to do it all over again!!!!

CHRISTINE & BRENDAN
(AUSTRALIA), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER, 2011

Four weeks on and we are still talking about our Petar. For his relaxed and friendly attitude, for his got everyone dancing and their enthusiasm and
most amazing wedding day. Our friends and lovely sermon and for guiding us and our guests interaction with our guests made it very personal
family loved it; and as for us, we are still smiling through the mass with ease.

for us. A big highlight for all.

remembering the different parts of our magical We are amazed by the wedding photographs. The And finally to all of you at Dubrovnik events.
day. On the day we were so overwhelmed that we lighting, the landscape of the old town - fabulous. Thank you or making the day so seamless, for
may not have thanked everyone that needed to be We have a tough time choosing one for our thank herding our guests to where they needed to go, for
thanked, so if you can pass on the following:

you card, and our album - too many to choose piecing each part of the day together, always in the

Myself and the bridesmaids were so happy with from! A huge thanks to our photographer.

background making sure everything went okay.

our hair and make-up - even in the heat it managed To the Hotel Neptun - For the amazing food, for We had the best day of our lives and we are very
to last the day and well into the night! My flower their constant attention with both wine and water aware of the big part you have played in making
girl Maia also loved her curls so do thank them and their can do attitude in all instances. To the it that way and we will be forever grateful. Myself
sincerely for everything.

bar staff who indulged us til the wee hours of the and Bren shall be eternal advocates for you guys

The church music was amazing. I know our guests morning, including pouring shots into shoes on and having a wedding in Dubrovnik so are
enjoyed it, as did we throughout the ceremony, the bar at our guests requests!

happy for you to pass our details to future couples

and all our plans to say thank you as we walked out To Teatro - it was a huge surprise for us that they should they have any questions about venues,
of the church went out the window in the moment. played all they way through the reception, which bands, music...anything!
Their versions of all songs were just as we wanted was great to have the music and for the kids to
so please pass on our high praise to them. To Fr be able to dance when they felt like it. Their set

Thanks again, Christine & Bren!

KATIE & BOBBY

(AUSTRALIA), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER, 2011

MARIA & ENRIQUE

(MACEDONIA & SPAIN), MARRIED IN JULY 2012

“WHAT AN AMAZING DAY!

Hi Ines,

A huge thank you to Ines, Marin & their fabulous team for making our

The whole wedding planning and everything has really been special for us

wedding week (not just day) so special!

and you always will stay in our heart.

Looking back through this blog about our wedding

It was everything perfect organized and the people from Villa Ruza were as

http://dubrovnikweddingsandevents.blogspot.com/2012/03/perfect-

well really friendly, the service and the menu perfect.

destination-wedding-of-katie.html we laughed, cried & screamed in delight

You attended all our requests in such a fast and professional way...incredible.

at the timeline taking us back through our plans for the wedding.

It was great working with you.

Dubrovnik is such a beautiful city to get married in & I envy all of you

I just can say on more time it was perfect and you are very special.

couples about to embark on this special occasion.

I wish you a lot of happy weddings.

Just know that you are in safe hands with Ines & Marin!

With love,

Katie & Bobby Vidaković

Maria and Enrique

AMANDA & BARRY
(IRELAND), MARRIED IN MAY, 2012.

Dear Ines,

always be remembered.

We received our photographs yesterday and we are so happy with We had high expectations of the weekend, but can honestly say you
them. It brought back so many memories for us. We have so much smashed those and made it 100 times better than we could ever
gratitude for the work and effort you and your team put into making have dreamed of.
our Wedding weekend a memorable and magical time.

Like your gift to us said “Life is not measured in minutes but

From the moment we met you back in February 2011 we knew you moments that take our breath away ..... for eternity” – you, your
were the planner for us, you were organised, professional, friendly team, the photographer, the venues, the church, the food, the
and most importantly fun!!

cocktails and Dubrovnik have taken our breath away for eternity.

Through the course of the year planning the wedding with you All the best in work and life, we hope to see you again for cocktails
was a complete pleasure. You always responded to my silly emails when we visit Dubrovnik for our anniversary next year.
quickly and always endeavoured to deliver to us the requests we
had. Your help and calmness during the ‘paperwork’ saga will

All our love, Amanda & Barry

KATHERINE & DANIEL
(USA), MARRIED IN JULY, 2012.

Daniel and I want to say thank you so much for everything! Our wedding was absolutely perfect and
it couldn’t have been done without you! All of our guests are still talking about how it was the best
wedding they’ve ever been to and we totally agree!! You and your team are awesome! We love you and
you better come visit us WHEN you come to New Orleans!! Again, thank you so much!!! Hope to see
you soon! Xoxo

LINDSAY & DAMON
(UK), MARRIED IN AUGUST, 2012.

Dear Ines and Marin! Wow!! What an amazing week All the aspects of the day were at such a high standard and
in Dubrovnik we have had, topped off by our fantastic from our pre-wedding meeting on Thursday, my nerves
wedding day on Saturday with our closest family and were settled as soon as I saw you. Thank you so much
most special friends.

for arranging early check in for me at The Excelsior, the

You guys created the most precious day of our lives, one room was amazing and it was great to have hair, nails and
that will be in our hearts forever. Everything was perfect make-up done there. The team were brilliant and we all
and we wouldn’t have changed one single thing. This is all loved how they styled our looks!
down to your hard work over the last year, meticulously Please pass on my thanks to the ladies! When the flowers
planning our day for us. Ines, I have absolutely loved arrived I couldn’t believe how beautiful they were, and
planning with you, I have looked forward to your emails exactly what I had described! The photography team were
every day over the past 12 months and I really feel that you very professional and we hardly even noticed they were
knew exactly the style and quality that I was describing there all day. Thanks to them all and Veronica for batting
and looking for. You certainly are exceptional at the job off the Italians in the Old Town!! We can’t wait to see the
you do.

pictures and the video, things we will treasure forever!

The ceremony was an emotional whirlwind and Villa team at Dubrovnik Event. Thank you for creating such a
Banac looked gorgeous, again special attention to detail beautiful place for us to have our reception meal. We were
by yourselves with the lanterns, petals and flowers, the totally blown away! The DJ was great, timing everything
scene was just as I had imagined it would be.

just as we asked! Thanks to him for playing the numerous

On to the boat trip, our guests loved the surprise and it requests for songs from our friends too!
was so nice to begin the celebrations in the breeze listening You have been so organised and willing to go one step
to some of our favorite songs. The Vedrana is stunning! further to help us with our wedding as well as our trip to
When we arrived back at The Excelsior you were there Dubrovnik. We have arrived home and can’t quite believe
once again settling our nerves and congratulating us, its over, very emotional, both happy and sad feelings. So
ready for the next part of our wedding on Palm Terrace. for now, thank you for everything and we hope to be in
I couldn’t believe how classy the whole venue looked, touch and see you again soon back in Dubrovnik where
the tables were PERFECT, the guest book table was the strings pull on our hearts.
STUNNING, the art canvas was a great project for our Lots of love from
guests and they loved it! The photos were displayed just
as I imagined and this was also really popular with our
friends and family. Once again, all down to you and your

Lindsay and Damon xxx

CLARE & GRAHAM

(IRELAND & UK), MARRIED IN AUGUST, 2012.

Ines,

But most of all I owe my gratitude to you and Marin for

Graham and I cannot thank you enough for making all your hard work that you put into yesterday to ensure
yesterday the most special day of our lives, it was way Graham and I had the best day ever- you both do an
more than we both wished for it was simply amazing!

amazing job and are two of the nicest people I have ever

Everything was perfect and all my guests had the met, I will never be able to thank either of you enough
best time ever! From the hair dresser, makeup artist, for yesterday, it was just out of this world it was like a
the photographer, the priest and the wonderful baby fairy tale and it was all down to both your hard work,
babysitter, the hotel staff all contributed to making my words will never express how grateful Graham and I are
day magical, such lovely people and I will never ever so, again thank you so much
forget their kindness!

xxxxx

TANYA & TOLYA

(RUSSIA), MARRIED IN AUGUST, 2012.
Dear Ines and Marin, Hope you are well!

have their wedding near the sea and we definitely have

Now, when almost one month has passed and autumn an agency to recommend them ;) And everyone was so
came to Moscow, we think about our wedding day with excited because it was so different from how it usually
the warmest feelings and great delight :)

happens in Russia :) We are very glad that with your help

There is no doubt that our pleasant memories are very we’ve managed to overcome the wedding stereotypes!
much due to your professional assistance! The quality of :) Thank you very much again and thanks to all the
organization was very high despite our short planning people that assisted us (sorry if we don’t spell the names
terms. Each and every extra service that you offered was correctly): thanks to Luko and his understanding of our
very proper and favorable: guest table on the terrace, mood (looking forward to having our photos!), thanks to
seating plan, placing cards, lightening, sound system and Dube and her girls for making Tanya and our guests so
the Dj - everything was perfect and we didn’t regret at all beautiful, thanks to the manicure master, great thanks to
that accepted your offers :)

florists and decorators - they made their job even better

And the ceremony was even better then we could only that we wished; thanks to the Villa Argentina staff and
dream! And it was definitely better then what we had the restaurant’s Chef for listening to us and making their
seen in movies :) Despite some

best to meet our wishes :) We are very happy that we’ve

hitches like cellphone call in Tolya’s pocket and missing chosen you as our wedding agency and you can easily give
rings (we will definitely always have something to our contacts to your future clients if needed ￼

(especially

remember about our wedding)), the ceremony was so from Russia:)).
touching and heart-piercing that even our men-

We wish you success, prosperity and many-many loving

guests couldn’t keep back tears. You can’t even imagine couples! ;)
how warm and pleasant our guests’ feedback was after Best regards,
the trip to Dubrovnik! Some guests even confessed that
it was the best day of their lives! Others got a dream to

Tanya and Tolya

CATHY & COLIN

(IRELAND & AUSTRALIA), MARRIED IN AUGUST, 2012.

Hi Ines & Marin,

wonderful day and we will treasure the memories forever.

We have just arrived back in Sydney after our mega trip All of our family and friends had an amazing time and
and today is our first day back in the office. Needless we have heard on several occasions that it was ‘The Best
to say we have had better days but at least we have the Wedding Ever!!!’ haha
memories of the last 3 months and our beautiful wedding We are so looking forward to seeing the photos from
to keep us going.

Veronica (she was FAB btw) so we can relive the day all

Once again we wanted to say thank you for everything! over again!
You are both such lovely people and made us feel very We are already thinking about our next trip to Croatia so
comfortable and relaxed. It is a big leap of faith booking we will have to grab a beer next time we are over. Ciao for
venues when you cannot visit but we could not have made now!
a better decision than to put our trust in you. We had a

Cathy & Colin x

CLAIRE & SEAN

(UK & IRELAND), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER, 2012.
Hi Ines!

on how it was the most impressive wedding Karaka while on holiday in Dubrovnik,

Now that we are home in Ireland and have they have ever attended! We were so happy I had laughed with Sean that one day we
settled back into life as man and wife ;-), we that you understood how we wanted a very would get married upon it and thanks to
just wanted to say a huge thank you to the relaxed, party style wedding
Dubrovnik Event team.

you that’s exactly what we were able to do.

rather than a traditional wedding. The We cannot wait to return to Dubrovnik in

Throughout all the planning for our dream whole day ran perfectly... from the brilliant the future and fondly remember the most
wedding, neither of us felt stressed or hairdresser, to the fabulous ceremony on the magical day that we have spent together.
worried at any point and that was all down Karaka to the fun reception on the beautiful We wish you all the best for the future and
to you. It was lovely to finally meet you at Palm Terrace.

have no doubt that you will make many

the pre-wedding meeting and talk through My flowers were exactly what I had more couples as happy as us.
how the day would flow. Yourself and Marin requested, as was the reception decor. Every Lots of love,
were so relaxed and easy to talk to! So many detail just made the day extra special.
of our friends and family have commented Five years ago when I first saw the stunning

Claire & Sean Blackwell xox

JANICE & DAVID

(IRELAND), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER, 2012.

APRIL & PAT

(IRELAND), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER, 2012.
Hi Ines,

Hi Ines,

I want to write you a thank you note that to encompass how magical you

WELL, we had the most amazing day possible - all thanks to you and your

made our wedding day but I don’t think I can put it into words.

team!! We really wouldn’t have changed a single thing.

The way you answered every query so efficiently, dealt with the fact that

We’d give anything to rewind the clock and do it all over again. I can’t thank

the groom had no idea what was going on other than the fact that he was

ye enough for everything, it couldn’t have been any more perfect! All our

getting married (although he had made some choices lol), how beautiful

guests had a ball and were very impressed with the whole day.

the ceremony location was made. Two days before the wedding the rain

Many many many thanks to you, Marin & the rest of the Dubrovnik Event

came down like I could not believe but I didn’t worry in the slightest I knew

team!!

that you would have alternatives arranged. I thought I would have been
disappointed when we ended up having our reception inside but it was just

From Janice & David

perfect. Pat loved the balconies!! What a beautiful view.
Our fiends keep telling us what a wonderful day it was and it really was.
So Thank You so much!!!!!! I hope you’re enjoying a well-deserved break.
Love, April

CLAIRE &RUSSELL
(UK), MARRIED IN MARCH, 2013.

ANGELA & DAVE
(UK), MARRIED IN MAY, 2013.

Hi Ines

Hi Ines and Marin,

Just wanted to say again a huge thank you for yesterday we had the most

Just a quick note to say a huge Thank you to you both for a perfect day. We

special day and could not have wished for more! We will never forget all that

both had the time of our lives. Thank you thank you thank you.

you and Marin have done for us and will be eternally grateful! Hope you both

See u both soon.

have an absolutely amazing aniversary today happy 8 years.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Love from Mr and Mrs Munro

Claire and Russell x

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

IRENA & ALEX

(CROATIA & UK), MARRIED IN JUNE, 2013.

Draga Ines,

slala, evo gledam slike sto mi gosti šalju i većina ih je

Htjeli smo ti se samo javiti i reći još jednom hvala tebi i cvijeće i dekoracija :).. Bend je bio pun pogodak! Klapa
Marinu. Sve je bilo prekrasno, ne možemo prestati pričati je bila super! ma ima toliko stvari i detalja sa kojima smo
o svemu! Svi gosti su

prezadovoljni da ih pocnem sve nabrajati zakasnili bi na

oduševljeni i kažu da im je naše bilo najbolje vjenčanje let :D
na kojem su ikada bili! Jako puno se hvalila organizacija Sve u svemu, skoro pa nemamo rijeci da vam se
svega, pogotovo kako je sve opusteno a nema nikakvih zahvalimo. Uvijek ćemo vas se sjećati i nositi u srcu jer ste
hiccups!!

nam pomogli ostvariti najbitniji i najljepši dan u našem

Usluga i hrana u hotelu su bili iznad naših očekivanja! životu..
Oduševljeni smo! Diana i Rea su napravile odličan
posao - puno puno ljepše nego sve slike sto sam Diani

Puno pozdrava!! Alex i Irena xx

KATE & DECLAN

(IRELAND), MARRIED IN JUNE, 2013.
Dear Ines and Marin,

Another definite highlight from the week was ceremony drinks and bouquet throwing was FAB,

We are home and back to reality with a BIG bang, our family boat trip, thank you so much again for we have some brilliant photos of this. We felt like
greeted by the grey clouds, wind and rain of organising this also and big thanks to the lovely celebrities walking through the old town! I don’t
Galway! I wish it was the 8th of June over and over crew.

even remember seeing Sinisa our photographer,

again; I want to run away (with Declan of course There are so many more people to thank that you throughout the service or after drinks, our guests
) and live in Dubrovnik!

organised. Father Peter for such a lovely service, commented that he was like a ninja in the church!

We just wanted to say thank you both so much the church was so stunning, everyone commented We can’t wait to see the photos. The hotel venue
again, for everything. You organised absolutely on my entrance, the lighting from the door was so and staff were fantastic, the sunset, the setting, the
everything to perfection. You made the entire dramatic, and I was so calm and relaxed walking decorations, the amazing cake and sparkles, the
wedding planning process so effortless and stress up the aisle, thanks to you Ines and (perhaps the DJ, it was all just perfect!
free for me, (I won’t include Dec on this point, as cheeky shot! ) The church music was AMAZING, We cannot recommend Dubrovnik Event enough
he freely admits he did nothing!) It really was THE I loved it, please pass on our thanks to the and Ines you are an absolute star! As my friend say
best day EVER! It was all and more than we could musicians, I didn’t even see them on the day! The today, ‘she was on the ball’ J
have wished for. We loved every single minute of live stream was perfect and you organised this at Best wishes and lots of love from Ireland! Have a
our day /weekend /week in Dubrovnik. We had so the drop of a hat, I didn’t even think this was an brilliant summer,
much fun and so did all our family and friends. It option, we have watched it about ten times since!
was such a special and memorable week for us all.

The flowers were beautiful, the setting for the after

Kate & Dec XX

EMILY & LEE

(UK), MARRIED IN JUNE, 2013.
Hi Ines!

We are so excited to see the pictures and the video..

Wow so amazing!

it will bring back so many memories...i would do it

Without wedding planners like yourselves dreams all again tomorrow if i could.
really do not come true.

I hope you doing well in health and in work, i wish

Everything on our wedding day went so perfectly.. you & your family all the happiness in your future..
it was overwhelming, we cannot stop smiling at We miss you and beautiful Dubrovnik but we will
how well it went and that’s thanks to you.

be back! xxx
Em

KSENIA & PRINCE

(RUSSIA & INDIA), MARRIED IN JULY, 2013.
Dear Ines and Marin!

It was a lot of fun to go through this journey with

We didn’t really have a chance to thank both of you you guys. We wish great success, love and happiness
guys for a terrific job you’ve done! Our guests keep to your wonderful (and growing) family.
saying that it was the most well organized wedding If you ever decide to renew your vows in Toronto,
they have ever been to! Not to mention that it was we will be more than happy to help you:)
the most magical, fun and amazing one.

Sincerely,
Prince and Ksenia

EMILY & LLOYD,

(UK), MARRIED IN AUGUST, 2013.

Dear Ines and Marin, we hope you both are well.

we chose one that will remain a talking point for of emotion before and during the service. Nora

Lloyd and I arrived back in the UK yesterday after some time I’m sure. Nothing seemed too much is such a talented photographer and she done a
our honeymoon around the islands which was to ask and you always responded to our requests fantastic job organising people on the day, we cant
great!

leading up to the wedding and on the wedding day wait to see our photos now:) The band Teatar were

We both would like to THANK YOU for a truly itself. You are wonderful people that have helped amazing we had so many comments how good
amazing wedding day one we will remember create the most amazing day of our lives and we they were, a special thanks to them for learning
forever. Nine months ago we had this dream of are truly thankful for this.

our first dance song it was sung beautifully. The

a romantic costal wedding in Dubrovnik and it Please pass on our thanks to the following people: Excelsior staff were so attentive to all our guests,
certainly came true on the 18th Aug 2013. On Dube (+Dubes daughter) and Anna, they done a we loved the individuals menus in particular, and
the day Lloyd and I were able to relax knowing fantastic job with the hair and makeup everyone the food was delicious.
you and Marin were there to make sure it all ran looked stunning and I was very happy with my Thanks again Ines we wish you and Marin lots of
seamlessly , all our guests had a wonderful time, hair and makeup on the day, I had lots of lovely luck with your new arrival.
many saying its the best wedding they have ever comments. The duo in Sponza were amazing and
been too. Most were blown away with the settings really created a lovely atmosphere and a build up

Emma & Lloyd

ANNA & PAUL

(UK), MARRIED IN AUGUST, 2013.

Dear Ines,

the food tasting. Marin the food tasting was such honoured with that.

Hope you are Marin are well and managing to get an experience and so funny! Please pass on our Cellebrant – The celebratb made us feel very
some rest between weddings.

thanks to Rio for this and we loved the time he welcome and was very engaging.

Not sure where to start ;o) Firstly most importantly spent with us.

Flowers – they were absoloutely stunning from

I want to thank you both so much for such an It was great meeting you both and getting to know the bouqets to the table flowers would not have
amazing week and amazing wedding. Everybody you a little bit you are both an amazing, kind, changed a thing.
as hasn’t stopped talking about what an amazing gorgeous couple and feel touched we have met Rio – Marin you were right when you said the
venue it was. You completely got what we wanted you. I just hope we can stay in touch. You know food on the day would be like the tasting it was
and Ines every time I was in your company you you are welcome to come stay with us in Sydney it amazing! And please also thank Joseph for looking
gave me a sense of calm so please can you move to would be a good break for you in the off season as after us and putting up with us;o)
Sydney;o) You just made everything so easy for us, it will be our summer;o)

Band – They were brilliant and their utube clip

flexible and the whole thing was just an amazing Please could you pass on our thanks to:

completely under sells them.

experience. Also your patience blimey the number Ines (singer) – she was absoloutely amazing and Thank you both so much for the gift it went down
of emails I must of sent you (please don’t count)

completely made that ceremony for us. I really very well on the boat

Our highlights apart from the wedding of appreciated the effort she went to, to learn ‘I want All our love
course;o) was the lunch we had with you both and to hold your hand’. My sister would have been very

Anna and Paul

Hi Ines and Marin,

Marin, we had a real laugh with you and Rio (Ruza) and

Anna and I want to say thank you so much for everything. as always the booze does the talking!! Next time i will
We loved the entire experience and are really sad it is now keep all my clothes on.
over.

Ines, thanks for settling the nerves of Anna - I might have

Our friends and family had the time of their lives and we to try and learn your tricks!!
couldn’t have had any more fun.

Take care guys, i hope you have a good finish to the

I also want to reiterate how grateful we were for your wedding season and best of luck with your pregnancy
flexible approach to everything and for going above and and the arrival of you newest family member.....
beyond.
Paul, xxx

RACHAEL & JEFFREY
(USA), MARRIED IN AUGUST, 2013.

To our dear friends Ines and Marin,

From the big details like helping our guests find other people noticed how much we were enjoying

Now that we are finally back and settled in NYC, accommodations and booking the event venues to ourselves because we actually met a couple from
we wanted to take a minute to properly express our the small ones like suggesting fans and water at the the US while we were on our honeymoon who
gratitude for all of your hard work, although words ceremony and arranging for a birthday cake for were in Dubrovnik during our wedding weekend
don’t do justice to how grateful we are!!!! Thank Rachael’s Dad, you always were a few steps ahead who said they saw our group all over town having
you from the bottom of our hearts for making of us ready to answer any questions we had. Your the most amazing time. (They said we looked like
the wedding day of our dreams a reality! The fact diligence and attention to detail really allowed us to we were having so much fun at our welcome party
that we felt completely comfortable planning a sit back and enjoy the special time with our family that they wanted to join in! haha) It was surreal
wedding thousands of miles away in a place we had and friends with the confidence that everything walking through the streets of the old town on our
never been to is a true testament to your talent and behind the scenes was taken care of. And what a wedding day and having so many people cheer us
dedication as wedding planners. We never worried special time it was! From the welcome party to the on, taking our picture, and shaking our hands - we
for a minute that everything would turn out farewell brunch, we and our guests had the time felt like celebrities :)
anything but spectacular because you were always of our lives and formed some of the most special
as excited about planning our wedding as we were! memories we will cherish for a lifetime! Apparently

Beyond all that you did as our wedding planning friends. We have no doubt that you will be our
team, we feel so blessed to have made such dear cherished friends for life and we hope that you will
friends as you over the past year. You are an amazing come visit us in New York City someday!!!!
couple who truly works as a Team - an inspiration We have already gotten such amazing feedback from
for what marriage should look like. One of our so many people asking who our wedding planner
favorite memories was our first meeting with you is and complimenting your work so of course we
at Hotel Excelsior when we first arrived in Croatia. always tell them Dubrovnik Event is the ONLY way
After months of planning over email and Skype, it to go, Ines and Marin are the BEST!!!!
was so so so exciting to meet you in person! Your
warmth and kindness radiates and we immediately
felt like we were spending time with old

Love and Hugs, Rachael & Jeff

RHIA & GLENN

(UK), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER, 2013.

Dear Ines and Marin,

local church and then afterwards there will be some more

Just wanted to say another BIG thank you to you both celebrating. We are still eagerly awaiting all the photos
for making Rhia & Glenn’s wedding day in Dubrovnik so taken by our photographer although some I think Rhia
special and

has already sent to

magical. Everything exceeded all we wished for and all you. Everything, absolutely everything was fantastic and
our guests have said it was the best wedding they have we are so grateful to you for organising such an incredible
attended. Next week Rhia gets to wear her beautiful dress and memorable day!
again when their marriage will be formally blessed in our All the very best to you and your family and the new baby!
Love from, Dianne & Alex Vassallo

CLARE & RYAN

(UK), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER, 2013.

Hi Ines and Marin,

the wine was perfect! The food on both nights was

We just wanted to say a huge thank you for our amazing amazing and the staff in both Dalmatino Konoba and
wedding on Friday!! Turns out Friday the 13th is our hotel Neptune and tolerated our slightly drunken crowd
lucky day!! It was so much better that either of us could with good humour!! I think Dubrovnik will have a lot of
have imagined. Everything ran so smoothly and that’s returning visitors from our guests! We are just about to
all down to your hard work and organisation! We had set off on our cruise, hope you are enjoying a relaxing
an unexpected addition of an extra person on the day weekend!
( Fintan’s brother Lorcan who was lonely in Dubrovnik Thank you again and keep in touch!
while his girlfriend worked on Game of Thrones) - it Lots of love,
was lovely to be able to include him and you made it run
so smoothly we didn’t have to stress about it all. Marin-

Clare and Ryan

CEYLIN & ROBERT

(TURKEY AND IRELAND), MARRIED IN AUGUST, 2014.
Dear Ines and Marin,

makeup completely reflected me; Dube and … made an incredible job.

The wedding season might be over, but here are some words to express our emotions We knew it was much more difficult to organize a wedding on Mljet Island than anywhere
and gratitude, even though we know they will not be enough to reflect our feelings.

else in Dubrovnik; still, everything went so smoothly thanks to your professionalism.

The wedding day is, without a doubt, a big deal for every bride and groom. Dreams We had to change our ceremony location close to our wedding day, because of some
going through minds, lots of organizing and plans are made – especially by the bride; legal restrictions with the territory, but well, as we expressed already, there is a reason
I think you would agree :) – throughout the time building up to it. We feel very lucky for everything. You found the perfect spot and relieved us from our anxieties. It was a
because you made this day the best one of our lives. And it’s not just a figure of speech, blessing to have our ceremony somewhere else than on St. Mary Island, as the spot was
we truly think it!

breathtaking and it was like we were in a fairytale or a romantic comedy scene. Our

We believe there is a reason for everything in life, and the story of how we fell in love guests were taken to the reception venue with a boat, which gave them the opportunity
with Mljet Island and found you proves it.

to make a tour around the island, and they all gasped at the beauty surrounding us.

We remember the first time we met you and our cheerful lunch in Melita Restaurant, From the beginning we were dreaming of a rustic and in touch with nature venue where
on St. Mary Island. It was like we were with our longtime friends; we ate, drank, and we can have our small and intimate wedding. There couldn’t be a better place than Melita
laughed so much that we didn’t really want to speak about the wedding. Ok, maybe I did Restaurant to make this dream come true.
a little bit :) Why would we anyways? We were in the best possible hands.

Everything – the setup, tables, decorations, flowers, food, the cupcakes, Melita staff,

For the whole year, whenever we bombarded you with our mails, concerns and requests, our DJ Ivan – was excellent, and we felt we reached perfection. The memory everyone,
you were beside us; always calm, remedial and friendly.

including us, will have from that day is love, beauty, enjoyment, quality, exclusivity and

The year passed so fast, suddenly it was the morning of our big day. I remember waking many more positive adjectives you can think of.
up very early in the morning, getting out in the balcony of my scenic room in Hotel Our wedding was definitely out of ordinary, and this was exactly what we were looking
Odisej and stressing over the wind and texting you Ines at seven in the morning. Again, for! It was the best 28th of all time! Thank you one more time from the bottom of our
your reply and attitude was so comforting that it had an instant tranquilizer effect on hearts.
me, Ines, the best therapist I know! :)
On the day, I was a princess, in the hands of an amazing and gifted team. My hair and

Lots of love,
Ceylin & Robert

STEFF & PATRICK

(GERMANY), MARRIED NEW YEAR’S EVE 2013.
Hi Ines,

live before. As finally the paperwork was done we were so excited and we

Long time no speak.

weren’t dissapointed.

It’s one year ago that we had our wonderful wedding in Dubrovnik and we You organized a wonderful and unforgetable new year’s eve 2013!
almost forgot to say thank you again for this wonderful day in our live. Find Starting with the hotel, hairdresser, make up for the wedding, music and
enclosed a short summary of our experinces with Dubrovnik and especially pictures (even at midnight during the fireworks) and the good weather
with you and your husband.

erverything was perfect but most of all we are still so happy with our video

It was an unforgetable adventure and there wasn’t any chance to get an of our wedding ceremony which we will present to our family and friends
registrar on new year’s eve in Germany so we got the idea to fulfill our during our new year’s eve party 2015. That’s the way for all persons who
dreams in Dubrovnik where we had our first vacation togehter and fell in stayed at home during our wedding in Dubrovnik to participate afterwards
love with this wonderful historic city.

to this wonderful event. We are sure that, because of the fantastic video

We got in touch with you through your web page and we went crazy when montage and background music no eye will stay dry.
we told you about our thoughts and ideas an you just said :”No problem!”.
Then we hold close contact via e-mail and clarified all points in detail. We Thanks again and hugs to croatia!
never had used the dictionary that often before to see what the words are
for bridal bouquet and marriage certificate which we didn’t need in our

Steff and Patrick

IVANA & RICHARD

(AUSTRALIA), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER, 2014.
Dear Ines,

I have to say that the people you have chosen to work with were truly great too and take a

It’s difficult to write such an important thank you email (where do I start??) so I’ll start lot of pride in what they do (as they should!). Dube was fantastic - was really happy with
by saying I’m so sorry it’s taken me this long to write! We had a few weeks of travelling the hair style and thought she was so much fun too. A family member who has a house
visiting Wales, London and Morocco after the wedding and we were only home a few in Trsteno wants her number so that’s a good sign! The make-up was what I wanted too
weeks before Richard had to go the America for work and I ended up joining him on his on the day - not too much :-) Jasna was such a professional and gave great advice. The
work trip. So married life has been busy but very fun so far :-)

flowers were really pretty and got lots of positive comments - Question: Could I get a

I saw you were away too enjoying some much needed rest so I thought the email could list of the names of the flowers (Croatian is ok too) used in the bouquet and displays?
wait...

This would be nice to know what to ask for in any future event. Nora was really nice.

I originally chose you as our wedding planner as you gave so much information, advice We got a few of the photos and we’re really impressed - can’t wait to see more!! Going
and honesty from the very first emails (before I had even confirmed!). You also replied around a wet/slippery old town with her while Richard bought an umbrella will be a
so quickly all the time. I really felt that I was in good hands and could trust you. I really fun memory! The little boy (Sam) was also calling the babysitter ‘grandma’ very soon so
liked how you gave pros and cons and gave your honest opinion about what would and another fabulous choice :-)
wouldn’t work well.

Your recommendation for Posat was one of the highlights of our entire holiday too -

I knew we were taking a risk with the time of year and the weather around that time everyone loved it and that memory will also stay with us for a long long time. Richard
and I worried about it before but as soon as I would speak to you or get an email I would really liked Marin’s wine choice later on in the night too.
always be reassured. I really wish I hadn’t worried as you did a fantastic job with what

You guys are a really great team and I felt that the day could not have been improved on

was available and it was amazing. I am so happy that it was in the restaurant as I thought at all. It was all planned so well and all the details were thought of. I loved the set up of
the room was really beautiful (it looks lovely in the black and white photos I think). In the floral displays, tables and the jars of honey too! We are truly happy and very grateful
spite of the fact that the ceremony and reception were in new places to the original plan for a wonderful day - we will enjoy remembering it all and looking back fondly. What
the feel of the wedding we wanted was the same. I find it incredible that you and Marin else can I say but a massive thank you!! Will miss the emailing but will still see all the
really understood what we wanted and I felt that the day was really ‘us’.

wonderful weddings you plan next season on facebook.

It was also wonderful to get so many positive comments from our guests who all had a Lots of love,
great time - I think it was interesting for the Croatians as there was not a lot of dancing
and the wedding would have been different to what they are used too (different w
speeches too).

Ivana and Richard

CATHERINE & NATHAN
(IRELAND), MARRIED IN AUGUST, 2014.

Ines where do we start!!

So thank you, thank you making our day so special. Thank

In August 2013 Nathan and I travelled to Dubrovnik looking you for all of your help and support over the last year. All of
for ideas and venues to get married in. From the moment we our guests have nothing but
met Ines our fate was sealed!!!

positive things to say about our wedding and everyone enjoyed

We knew Croatia was the place for us and that Ines and Marin every minute of it.
would be the perfect team for the job!!!

We made two great decisions:

From the start Ines was amazing responding to our endless 1. To get married in Croatia
emails and

2. To use Ines and her amazing team at Dubrovnik Event

thousands of questions! The whole wedding planning
experience was relatively stress free and every detail was Thank you for everything,
planned to perfection!

Catherine and Nathan

GEMMA & JAMES

(UK), MARRIED IN SEPTEMBER, 2014.
Hi Ines!
We felt totally at ease all day knowing
Just wanted to say thank you all so that we were in such safe hands
much for making our wedding utterly despite my mini wedding morning
unforgettable.

breakdown about the weather!

We can’t stop talking about how Hopefully we can see you and Marin
perfect it was and what a wonderful next time we’re in Croatia.
time we had and that is all thanks
to you and Marin and your amazing Lots of love
team.
Gemma & James Winn

HARRIET & RUDY

(DUBAI), MARRIED IN AUGUST, 2014.
Dearest Ines and Marin

On the day we had so much fun. From the bond style boat ride, to the beautiful flowers
and decor the venues both on Lokrum and Grand Villa Argentina were spectacular.

Well, what can we say and where to start? Its been 2 1/2 weeks since our wonderful When our guests spoke to us they said ‘now we know why you chose Dubrovnik!’. The
wedding day and a day that marked the end of a year and half ’s planning, emails and team at GVA were so professional and made sure everyone was attended to and our
excitement. We found Dubrovnik Event when you co-ordinated the wedding of one guests had a truly amazing day.
of my friends. We had been engaged for a couple of months and had been trying to
decide where we wanted to marry. On seeing the pictures of my friend’s wedding in Throughout the whole process, its been a privilege to have you both planning our
Dubrovnik, we knew it was the place for us and we knew we wanted Dubrovnik Event wedding and we are so lucky we found you. Driving away from Dubrovnik after the
to lead us down the aisle. When we told friends and family we had chosen Dubrovnik wedding was gut wrenching because Dubrovnik and Croatia will forever play an
for our wedding the same word was repeated time and time again ‘why?’. We knew they important role in our lives. That being said we know we will be back to visit its beauty
would realise why once they saw the magic that is Dubrovnik and Lokrum.

and our lovely friends Ines and Marin (we cant keep Rudy and Marin from each other
for too long, their bromance blossomed!).

18 months of emails passed and throughout, yourself and Marin kept us calm, excited
and safe in the knowledge that our wedding was in good hands. You understood every So what this email is, is a massive THANK YOU to you Ines and Marin and everyone
request, handled every crazy email from me and knew exactly what we wanted even at Dubrovnik Event. Our day was amazing and I know you do it time and time again
more than we did ourselves. Dubrovnik Event is a team of amazing, sparkling and year in year out because you truly love what you do and it shows in every email, detail
loving individuals who care about the people they work with and the weddings they and wedding.
do. From Jasna on nails, Dube on hair, Vero behind the camera and Eva behind the
scenes we knew we had a great team to help us.

We are proud to have our Croatian friends and the door in Dubai is always open to
you.

The run upto the wedding was crazy, nearly 100 of our friends and family descended on
Dubrovnik and alot of them said to us ‘you both seem very calm!?’. I really believe that Lots of love, hugs and kisses,
was down to you Ines and Marin. We knew you guys had it sorted, we knew anything
that could happen would be taken care of and we knew we didnt need to worry.

Harriet and Rudy

DENISE & CONNOR
(IRELAND), MARRIED IN JULY, 2014.

Dear Ines and Marin,

they disappeared in minutes! And Villa Ruza, we are even more in love with that place
now! Your lanterns and candles and fairy lights..it was just so romantic!

We are married 3 weeks today & cannot believe how fast that time has gone. We still
can’t put a proper “thank you” into words but we are going to try & anything we have left We were always going to love our wedding day but the best testimony probably comes
out we will put on your official thank you card! So here goes...

from the guests themselves. We have been told by our guests that they felt pampered

We were sad coming home leaving behind that magical old city and all that it means to all day. We have had people say that it was the best wedding they have ever been to
us. We stayed in Cavtat at the end of our travels & on the last night, seeing the lights of inducing their own! They have said that nothing was forgotten about. They said you
the old town fade into the distance with the last place visible being St Ignatius church, could see Marin working behind the scenes and not letting any glasses empty at the
we knew we had been a part of something very special indeed.

drinks reception. They said they felt like rock stars...and so did we.

We have only been to Dubrovnik 3 times but for us, it now feels like home. Having our We are sure that it is your “can-do” attitudes and your attentiveness that made us so
wedding day in Dubrovnik was such a huge privilege and something that would not relaxed through the whole planning process and on the day itself. Veronica was amazing
have happened if we did not have you two working on our side. The whole day was and skilled at making reluctant posers relax!! We will be sending her an official thank
seemless and for us, stress free! We probably can’t say the same for you guys as we are you card when we get them printed too. Everyone is still taking about her & we all can’t
100% certain that you took that stress from us and hid it!

wait to see her photos!

Our wedding day was more enjoyable and memorable than we ever could have imagined You guys will be close to our hearts forever for creating a wedding day above and beyond
and we feel so privileged to have experienced such a perfect day. That is 100% down to what we ever could have envisaged. We don’t have the words to express our gratitude
you guys at Dubrovnik Event. You are amazing at what you do. You seem to just make clearly but it says something that we can close our eyes and be transported back to ANY
things happen. You are like the fairy Godmother in Cinderella, waving your wand and moment of the day and smile..you created for us true bliss.
making it happen..even clearing away thunderstorms for us 😉
When you opened the doors of the church & I saw how you had put those beautiful We said earlier that Dubrovnik feels like home to us now. You never know, some day we
chiffon pieces at the pew ends I was in awe Ines! Connor said to see the doors open and might call it home, if even for a little while.
my silhouette appear in the doorway was so dramatic, it nearly made him cry! Me..I was
just beaming from ear to ear! It was more than I ever imagined!
The Karaka, what can we say! What a treat! Your idea of the pizza slices was great and

Thanking you both from the bottom of our hearts,,
Denise and Connor

HAYLEY & ANDY
(UK), MARRIED IN JULY, 2014.

Hi Ines,

talking about what a lovely surprise that was.
As for the service at the Grand Villa Argentina it was just fabulous and truly the

Were now back home in England :( after the most amazing week of our lives in the most perfect wedding reception venue. The staff were so attentive, the food was
beautiful Dubrovnik.

incredible and my wedding cake was just perfect. You really captured the vision of

We just wanted to say a big thank you to you and Marin @ Dubrovnik Event what we wanted for our wedding and it was truly the most perfect day and I can’t
for organising our wedding which was just perfect in every way. You have been thank you enough. I would truly encourage other people to have a destination
very professional through-out the process and responded so quickly to my emails wedding as I cannot fault anything and the best decision I have ever made using
which made me feel confident that our wedding would be just as we wanted it. I Dubrovnik Event to plan our wedding.
truly cannot fault anything from your service which was amazing, the ladies who Were both missing Dubrovnik already and can’t wait to visit again soon as it will
did our nails, hair and make-up which was just perfect and my flowers which were always be our special place.
absolutely gorgeous and exactly what I wanted.
As for Veronica our Photographer she was so nice and made us and our guests Love,
feel at ease whilst taking our photos and I literally cannot wait for our photos and
video to arrive. The boat trip was just magical and our guests still cannot stop

Hayley and Andy

EMMA LOUISE & COLM
MARRIED IN JUNE, 2014.

Hi Ines

Nothing was an issue, I never felt one bit of stress on
the day, which me being a stress head was amazing!

Oh dear, it’s so depressing being home! I can’t believe We had such fun with you at all our meetings, and you
it’s all over now and everything went so perfectly.

were always quick to reply to anything I asked about.

All our worry and stress leading up to the wedding Dube was fantastic, we all loved our hair! And Jade’s
with my dad being so ill was worth every second to bouquet was so beautiful and exactly was I had pictured
have an outcome like we did. Our day was amazing.

in my head! Veronica was great and
we had such good fun with her!

Thank you all so much, I noticed all the little extra
things you did.

Thank you again

Emma Louise and Colm

THERESE & MIKE

(IRELAND), MARRIED IN JULY, 2014.
Dear Ines & all at Dubrovnik Event,

Neptun was beautifully decorated, it was breathtaking! The service was out
of this world & everyone is talking about the food & wine! The boat trip

Thank you from the bottom of our hearts. We had the most amazing day, made the guests feel really special...& thank you for organising the coach.
from start to finish everything was perfect...more beautiful than we could
ever have imagined! Both our guests & ourselves were just speechless at the Thank you for leaving the guest book fingerprint tree in our room & for the
whole day. We have fantastic memories & will be talking about Dubrovnik romantic rose petals! We asked in reception for the grey suitcase but they
for many many years!

do not have it I’m afraid. Do you know where we would find it! Also I’m
just wondering about the marriage certificate...we were so caught up in the

Not only were you, Marin & your team outstanding but everyone else on excitement of the day we forgot to ask yesterday where it is or where we will
the day too...the hair & make up ladies were so friendly & professional, get it!?
the priest made us feel so relaxed, the church music was beautiful & as
for the photographers & videographers...we would not have gotten such Special thanks to Marin for remembering the balloons!!!!!!!
professionalism back home & they were so much fun, we really enjoyed the
photos!!! We cannot wait to see them when they are ready!!

All our love,

Therese and Mike

ELVIRA & CHRISTOPHER
(UK), MARRIED IN JULY, 2014.

Hi Ines,

Elvi and I want to thank you so much for your help arranging
our wedding. We had a spectacular day and one that will live

We’re settled into our new hotel over in Cavtat. This really long in the memories of all of our guests. It was a truly magical
is another hidden gem of Croatia, such a beautiful place. It’s occasion, we just can’t believe how quickly it went by.
more relaxed and slow paced here which is perfect for us after
a busy week leading up to the wedding in Dubrovnik. Some Thanks for everything again and we look forward to hearing
of the yachts here make your eyes pop out of your head :) from you.
absolutely huge!
Kind regards,
Mr and Mrs Turner ;)

EVA & KIERAN

(HUNGARY AND IRELAND), MARRIED IN JULY, 2014.
Dear Ines & Marin and the whole super-duper Some of them said it was a dream vacation. J and time with the both of you. But hopefully next time.
Team!

it was indeed.

The whole wedding was just like a dream to us.

We came back home yesterday from our

So, where do I start. I will start it with you.

Wonderful but unfortunately too fast...just like the

honeymoon.

Exceptional woman, with super powers and real sweet dreams.

Back to life….back to reality… it is not easy. the biggest heart and passion and maximum Except my weather paranoia and my brother`s
Especially not from the fairy tale you have created dedication to her work. The most respected woman delay, I was very calm, not nervous, I just felt us
for us in Dubrovnik.

in Dubrovnik. This is for sure.

and our big day in the safest hands.

I had the strangest feeling last week in Ibiza. I felt You know it when you are in a total strange I could go on with this letter for ages but I still
extremely home sick for Dubrovnik. We just didn’t restaurant; and the waiter tells you that he is would not find the right words to tell you guys
want to leave and we will be definitely back. 100%. wishing all the best for the upcoming wedding and how thankful we are for everything and how lucky
Fantastic country, climate, people, food, drinks… Ines is the best…the very best.
and the best wedding ever.

we were that we have managed to find you J

We could not believe it, how did he know us??? Everything was more than perfect. Seriously. Wish

You might not believe this but neither our families, INES FOR PRESIDENT!!!!

I could spend some time with you next to a coffee

or the friends can stop talking about the wedding Marin is very funny, very professional, fantastic or a pear Rakija and tell you everything I feel about
and the whole experience in the Palace.

personality. It is a shame we could not spend more the wedding.

Josipa and Ivana were so great. The hotel was fantastic, so glad I took your advice. Nora. She is really cool. She is definitely a very talented photographer and she
I am sure the excelsior is good too, but nothing can be as good as the Palace was so helpful, just like a junior wedding planner, she helped me with everything
and the Vala. Nothing. The Palace staff and the staff at our wedding…1 word : and she is so kind, so lovely. we all loved her.
PROFESSIONAL!!! And so lovely and smiley all of them.

Miso…I don’t think I need to tell you how great he is because I cannot tell you

Jasna…extraordinary talent, really nice person. Friends forever. Now she is how lucky we are that he was able to do our wedding and the marryoke. He has
teaching me via emails how to do my nails as here nobody does this technique already shown us some of his videos and we just could not believe it. J he is really
and I loved her way.

really good and so patient and nice and what a talent!!!!

Dube, Barbara and Anna….the nicest ladies on the planet. It was such a great Iva was very nice to us, she is so cute and lovely and we almost have the same
fun to spend time with them. They are so funny.

names.

Dube was like my mum on the wedding day. we have ordered some champagne The cabriolet driver lady was so cool. she made this moment of ours so special (
for the room for the preparation and I was about to have a glass of it. She said leaving the guests and the hotel ) .It was rocking!!!!
NO, YOU EAT FIRST, THEN YOU DRINK A GLASS OF WATER AND ONLY THANK YOU ONCE AGAIN FOR PLANNING OUR BEST DAY EVER. IT
THEN YOU CAN DRINK!!! START EATING NOW J))))) it was so funny and WAS A DREAM!!!! WE WILL NEVER BE ABLE TO THANK YOU FOR THAT.
she was right and we asked the bridesmaids to do the same J Brilliant job from Love you guys and wish you all the best and Ines please look after yourself and
all of them. Never felt so pretty. Never ever.

tell your husband to take you away for a lovely holiday after this season so you

Rea was amazing. The flowers and everything were just perfect. Minimal as we can chill a little bit. J)) special greetings to Luka and Max too.
like it, but unbelievable stunning. She has a style…
Dj Slim, did exactly what we asked him and I really appreciated it, especially Keep in touch please and don’t forget about your biggest fans
with the strange songs we have chosen. He created a perfect atmosphere and I
had the best dances of my life.

Mr and Mrs Marr

JANNE & VEGARD
MARRIED IN JUNE, 2014.

Hi dearest Ines:)

weddingplanners, and are recommanding you to
everyone we know, hehe!:)

I just wanted to write to you, too thank you and all
of your team, and let you know how thankful we are, All the best to you Ines, and we are also very happy to
after getting such a special day for our weddingday:) see that you are out of hospitle, and back to your daily
We loved every single minute of it, and are so happy life!:)
that all that we had planed, was just like we planed
it, and even better!:) We would not have had it any
other way, and we are very happy for our choice of

Janne and Vegard

AARON AND EMMA
(UK), MARRIED IN JUNE, 2014.

Dear Ines and Marin

(particularly so given that Ines has been in hospital for

We are just waiting to board our flight to Santorini and treatment recently).
are missing Dubrovnik already.

Everything on the day was seamless and our guests

We would like to take this opportunity to sincerely had a magical time.
thank you both for such a perfect wedding day. The Please pass on our dear thanks to Nora, Anna and the
service you provided to us was super. From our first florist.
meeting last year, we knew we were in safe hands.

Best wishes for the future.

Thank you for your professionalism and discretion on
the day, as well as answering countless emails from me

Aaron and Emma

JANELLE & GREG
(USA), MARRIED IN JUNE, 2014.

Dear Ines and Team,

night and beyond. And, we cannot wait to see the photos from Veronica,
what a fun time we had with her, she made us smile from ear to ear :)

We have now settled down a bit in Santorini after “our big day” we shared

Please also know that the cello music/ musician was such a gorgeous

with you. We cannot thank you enough for arranging our marriage and addition to the atmosphere. The way she played, and dressed, and the hair
joining us in our celebration.

- she was like a Greek Goddess in the scene, photos, and our memories. She

Dube did such a fantastic job with my hair, I could not have loved it

is absolutely fantastic!

more!!!!! I have never loved my hair so much. I also loved the look and

I wish you continued success with your business. I know it will only grow

care for my nails and makeup from Jasna and Anna. Truly lovely and and grow! Please take care of yourself and get better... you deserve the
talented ladies you have with you! They had so many fun stories to tell and joy of your life and your job with good health! I will continue to follow
made my time getting ready with them enjoyable.

your beautiful accomplishments in making couples’ dreams come true on

I know it was a new/unique request, but we are really, SO appreciative for

Facebook forever! We will let you know when we return to Dubrovnik in

the room for Greg to dress as well. I am so glad he had a quiet and

the future. Would love to see you again!

relaxing time before we met up and the ceremony.

Much love,

Marin is such a funny, and kind, and honest man :) He made our meeting
memorable and lead us to the most excellent wines during our wedding

Janelle and Greg

CHRIS & MARIE

(CANADA), MARRIED IN JUNE, 2014.

Dear Ines and Marin

You two were awesome through the entire process and
if it were not for you two I do not think we could have

Marie and I would to send our heart felt and dearest had such a spectacular and meaningful wedding ( even
thank you for all the work you have done for our with the black eye!)
wedding. We have just gotten back from three weeks in

Again, thank you so much from the two of us and all

Africa and are now catching up on things back home.

our family and friends.

Chris and Marie

THERE IS NO GREATER REWARD
THAN READING THROUGH THE AMAZING LETTERS FROM
OUR CLIENTS AFTER THEIR WEDDINGS. ABOUT US.
It’s one of many reasons why we love what we do.
Our goal is one and only- to make you happy, relaxed and
stress free on your most special day.
WE DO A PRETTY GOOD JOB AT THAT
TRULY YOURS,

Dubrovnik Event
...leaving nothing to chance...

